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DR. YEH'S CONFERENCE

Following is the statement to he made at the Press

Conference at 11,15 this morning in the Main Conference

Hall at the ministry of Information* by Dr, Y. C, George Yeh,

London Director of the Chinese Ministry of Information;••

ELEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INVASION OF MANCHURIA

Tomorrow is the 11th anniversary of the Mukden Incident which marked the start

of the Japanese invasion of Manchuria and of the adoption of unprovoked aggression

as an instrument of policy.

Since that time Japan has developed Manchuria as a strategic position threaten-

ing Russia and the rest of China and as a storehouse to be freely pillaged.

A full account of conditions in Manchuria under Japanese rule was published in

yesterday’s issue of China News* and you may care to make use of material contained

in that account for any articles your papers may be contemplating to mark what the

Chinese cannot but consider a landmark in the events which have led up to the present
world war.

AMBASSADOR'S STATEMENT

In addition, H,E, Dr, Wellington Koo will be speaking on the subject at a

reception in the Chinese Embassy to which Press representatives have been invited

tomorrow afternoon. It is hoped that the text of his speech may be distributed in

advance in tonight’s China News for publication in Saturday's morning papers.

ON THE CHINA FRONT

THREE PHASES OF CHINESE ATTACKS

This week on the Chekiang front in Eastern China, has seen an intensification of

Chinese attacks on the "bomb Tokio" city of Kinhwa,

There have so far been three main phases in this battle;

first, a fortnight ago when the Chinese advance through the province

brought them to within striking distance of the city and it was widely

thought that the Japanese would continue the retreat which had been going
on since August 17 to a depth of some 150 miles;

second, when the enemy rushed up reinforcements and artillery to

counter-attack and temporarily halted the Chinese advance;

third, in the past few days when the Chinese although making only minor

progress in their frontal assault on the city have advanced east and west

of it to capture strategic points threatening the garrison’s communications

with their main base at Hangchow.

FURTHER GAINS

The towns around Kinhwa which have been reported recaptured in recent communiques
have no particular importance in themselves but are so placed as to put the forces

that hold them in a very favourable position vis-a-vis Kinhwa.

Wuyi, for instance, was taken the day after the Japanese themselves reported
that they had completed a strategic highway from it to Kinhwa, 23 miles to the north

west.

Two other towns recaptured this week, Tungyang and Pukiang, lie close to one

another on either side of the Chekiang-Kiangsi railway along which supplies and

reinforcements for Kinhwa must pass.

Also on this railway, but the other side of Kinhwa, the Chinese frontal assault

has succeeded in recapturing Kufang, which is the next station to Kinhwa itself only
six miles away.

The result of the final battle remains in doubt and it is clear that the Japanese
are putting up a stiff resistance to hold the city which gives them an operational
base dangerously close to the other "bomb Tokio" airfields which the Chinese have

recaptured in the past month. The basic consideration is as always, how many of their

troops and especially of their armour and their aircraft the Japanese can spare against
the powerful but inadequately armed Chinese troops who are attacking them.
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COMMANDO RAID ON CHAOAN

During the week there has been a certain amount of minor activity on other

parts of the China front,

This ranges from an unsuccessful Japanese attach in the north western province
of Suiyuan, which is a key area in the event of any unfavourable, developments

with Russia, to what night almost be described as a commando raid by Chinese troops

on the town of Chaoan near the Japanese-held treaty port of Swatow,

These raids up and down the front are a regular feature of Chinese strategy
and have as their object the killing of Japanese and the capture or destruction

of supplies and arms, rather than the regaining of territory.
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